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Wonderland 

"Spirits and Rock Music"

A place where great rock music meets fine drinks, Wonderland is a bar

from which one can expect nothing short of an eventful evening. Replete

with fascinating mood lights and a nightmare-inspired decor that includes

sculls, clowns and mannequins, this has all the makings of a lively dive

bar. Featuring an impressive collection of spirits, beers, wines and

signature cocktails, there is much to be savored at this fabulous bar.

Regular events and concerts raise the intensity of excitement, draws in

sizable crowds from in and around the city.

 +1 804 643 9233  1727 East Main Street, Richmond VA
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Empire 

"Favorite Dive Bar"

Empire is Richmond's favorite dive bar. The prices for the drinks are

extremely affordable and the quality of the food offered is impressive, to

say the least. The burgers are by far the most popular item on the menu -

the brioche buns are fresh, the brunch burger is a must-try and the Empire

Burger is full of cheese, jalapenos and crispy fried onions. This bar

features an eclectic crowd, but every body is friendly and the atmosphere

is infectiously cheery. Empire is where to go with coworkers and friends

when you want a cool space to hang out in with cheap food and drinks.

 +1 804 562 4171  empirebroadst.com/  727 West Broad Street, Richmond VA
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Cary Street Café 

"Hippie Bar"

The website of Cary Street Café proclaims itself as the"hippe bar with

great live music" for the last 13 years. They feature bands that play rock,

reggae etc and acts happen frequently. The cafe also has a a menu that

includes hummus, Slap Yo Mama burgers and Slap Yo Daddy wraps.

Besides this they also have an under 12 children's menu. Every Sunday,

old time jam session takes place that is open for all, Monday nights are

karaoke and is free. There is a concept of a "rotating beer of the month"

that exists here.

 +1 804 363 8206  shakedowneats.com/  shakedowneats@gmail.co

m

 2631 West Cary Street,

Richmond VA
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